Overall Objectives

One of HySA’s missions is to deliver technologies for hydrogen storage infrastructure that meet the set cost targets and provide the best balance of safety, reliability, robustness, quality and functionality. HySA aims to develop storage and distribution strategies and new hydrogen storage materials that are practical and economical for various applications.

Technical Barriers and Targets

The challenges facing hydrogen storage for vehicles include ensuring a sufficient range, still within the constraints of weight, volume, efficiency, safety and cost. The targets set by US DOE (2015: 5.5 wt.% and 40 g/L) are adopted and are based on positioning hydrogen as a competitive option in the transport industry.

Scope of Hydrogen Storage Activities

Magnesium-based nanocomposites characterised by exceptional hydrogenation/dehydrogenation performances have been synthesised and characterised. Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are being synthesised, modified and characterised. The use of carriers (e.g. NH₃) and the concept of transporting hydrogen as an easily decomposed chemical are being investigated. The HySA research portfolio also includes options of hydrogen storage using high pressure composite cylinders and tailored, PGM functionalised carbon nanostructures.

Progress and Accomplishments

A number of magnesium-based nanocomposites containing metallic and oxide catalysts with carbon additives have been prepared; their structure, morphology and hydrogen absorption – desorption performances were characterized. MOF-5 has also been successfully synthesised, modified and characterised, and work is underway to determine hydrogen storage performance.

Future Work

Future work is focused on establishing the best hydrogen storage material for further development, demonstration and commercialisation.
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